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Media Democracy* 

by Dick Pels** 

 

 

Abstract: The present article compendiously presents the interlinked and abruptly developing 

processes of media democracy and political matters’ personalization. The writer expressly opts for 

these processes which can radically rejuvenate communication and trust among citizens and 

politicians and therefore reinforce, up to a certain extend, modern democracy’s function itself. [pp. 

21-25] 

 

A new urgency has entered into the debate about leadership and the role of political elites 

in Western democracies. Much of this has been triggered by the comparative success of the 

rightwing neopopulist movements which have emerged in various European countries since the 

1980s. The populist claim to incarnate ‘the voice of the people’ poses a challenge to conventional 

(leftwing) democratic theory, which has long been quagmired in naive anti-authoritarian 

conceptions of ‘basic’ or ‘bottom-up’ democracy which minimized the relevance of authority and 

leadership. The presumed ‘end of ideology’ has plunged the established intellectual and political 

elites into insecurity, resulting in technocratic reflexes, absence of vision, and lack of political 

will. This insecurity has been considerably heightened following the extremist attacks which 

brought islam-inspired political violence into the heartland of Europe and the capitals of the 

West. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

But perhaps the most significant long-term factor which explains the current focus on 

political leadership has been the spread of ‘television democracy’, the emergence of a political 

celebrity culture, and the concomitant decline of more traditional party-based forms of political 

representation. In the age of television, a symbiotic partnership has emerged between the mass 

media and professional politics, which increasingly replaces ‘partisan’ forms of political 

representation with representation through political personalities and their distinct political style 

(Pels 2003b). This ‘style revolution’ in politics expresses a more general process of 

individualization of social life, which is also reflected in the ever-growing intensity of the cult of 

public individuality or celebrity (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim 2002; Marshall 1997). 

For some, such tendencies represent an acute danger, if they imply that political principles 

are sacrificed to spin, image building and personal charisma, and the political enterprise is 

increasingly dictated by camera-ready pseudo-events and ritual conflicts between political 

celebrities (Elchardus 2002; Lloyd 2004). Others are less disturbed by the rise of the soundbite 

and the personalization of political communication (Van Zoonen 2005; De Vreese 2006). Hix 

describes politics as ‘ultimately a glorified “soap opera”, with weekly installments of 

confrontations or intrigues between vibrant (or sometimes dull!) personalities’. But he prefers to 

see this in a positive light: ‘clashes between political leaders attract media attention, which in turn 

attracts public attention’. In this way, political battles allow citizens to identify the protagonists 

and to understand the issues and consequences involved (Hix 2006: 10). My own perspective 

more closely approaches this latter view (Corner & Pels 2003, Pels 2003a). Though not devoid of 

risks, a personalized and style-conscious form of politics could indeed be seen as a promising 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
medium of democratic representation, political communication and trust-building between 

electors and elected. 

The intense media coverage of political performances has stripped politicians of their 

former aura and has ‘informalized’ their charisma. The classical aura of Great Men has dissipated 

and has been reduced to more ordinary proportions. Rather than supernatural qualities and 

characteristics, famous individuals in modern media culture enjoy a more ordinary status, 

resulting from the typical intimacy-at-a-distance which characterizes ‘parasocial’ or mediated 

interaction (Thompson 2000; 2005). Since electronic media re-stage the entire spectrum of 

information which once remained confined to private (face-to-face) encounters, they breed a 

typical ‘one-directional’ familiarity between strangers. The camera and the close-up technique 

minimize the distance between audience and performer, revealing so much expressive and 

personal detail that the distant image of the politician is replaced by something resembling ‘an 

encounter with an intimate acquaintance’ (Meyrowitz 1985: 273). 

On the one hand, such ‘media friends’ appear to come so close as to virtually become 

‘one of us’. On the other, they remain distant and aloof, if only for the fact that they dwell on the 

far side of the television screen. In this respect, politicians increasingly share in the 

‘extraordinary ordinariness’ which characterizes the modern democratic celebrity. The daily TV 

news, current affairs programmes and chat shows turn them into media regulars whose persona is 

familiarized in a continuous soap-like narrative. Their new media visibility also enhances the 

fragility or vulnerability of their personal reputations. Questions of character are politicized, and 

scandals increasingly function as ‘credibility tests’ for this new politics of personal trust 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Thompson 2000). In this way, media democracy and ‘parasocial’ interaction change the terms 

and conditions of political proximity and political distance (Corner 2003). 

In a world of information overload, personalization and its mixture of political content, 

emotion and style may provide a welcome shortcut to political information. The new informality 

and publicness of political lives fit better into an individualized and mediatized society which is 

also an entertainment culture and a culture of celebrity. This culture facilitates new, more direct 

forms of political communication and identification, even though the gap between the new 

mediapolitical elite and ordinary citizens is never closed. This is not to dissimulate the dark sides 

of the relationship between political ‘stars’ and political ‘fans’, which were so clearly 

exemplified in the obsession and hysteria surrounding the Fortuyn phenomenon. 

Indeed, media populism may engender the same false identification and the same 

concealed authoritarianism as more traditional versions of ‘naive’ popular democracy. But such 

risks should be weighed against evident advantages. The power of political celebrities, such as 

Pim Fortuyn (1948-2002), is to connect media spectacle with ideological content. They are ‘idols 

with ideas’. As crystallization points for political emotions, such ‘programmatic persons’ may 

broaden the base of political commitment, while embodying a greater variation of ideological 

stances and political styles which are no longer dictated by party traditions. 

 

* The current article is an excerpt from Dick Pels’ paper “Faces of Europe: Searching for Leadership in a New 

Political Style”, (2007) WRR Webpublications 17, The Hague. 
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